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IDENTIFY CONCERNS
Many people have no access to proper nourishing foods that are needed daily.
Often, we have difficulty adjusting to a more beneficial meal because: goals are never met, people
lose confidence in themselves, and people are uninformed of the importance.
When life disrupts your routine, skipping meals and sleep, stress, an absence of exercise and free
time, and a negative attitude severely limit your progress in improving yourself.

SET A GOAL
1. Brainstorm and research the topic of what a healthy lifestyle composes of
2. Write a story outline including original script and video directions
3. Edit video
4. Review video with others and make change
5. Complete other writing pages
6. Upload all documents before deadline

FORM A PLAN (WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, COST, RESOURCES, AND EVALUATION)
Using the Planning Process page, Amarachi Ejim will create a digital story before February 1st on
Reading Junior High's website. I will research all the information I need, and gain feedback from
others, which costs no money. Resources used will be my time dedicated to making an enjoyable,
informative video and research and images for reuse. I've learned that waiting to the last minute
has really affected my health, so I plan on changing that from this day forward to positively change
my lifestyle.

ACT

At first, I spent much time researching and debating over what topics I wanted to
highlight when it comes to family health. After deciding and finishing with research
while gathering the site sources, I started on the narrative and overall script. Though it took time,
balancing the story and facts was one of my priorities to engage viewers into the story and keep
them interested. Then, I involved my parents, friends, and school with the creation of my digital
story for change.

FOLLOW UP
After making this project, I've gained knowledge I believe every teen should know about. Making
changes towards living a healthy lifestyle isn't easy to achieve. However, the benefits, programs,
and people in the world who want to light a fire in teen's mindsets are doing something eyeopening. This project is my encouragement, my help to at least one person, and I'm honored to
know that FCCLA is empowering teens to make differences in the lives of others.

